MID MISSOURI CHAPTER OF THE
MISSOURI RESTAURANT ASSOCIATION

Miniature Golf Tournament
& Cornhole Tournament

• 5PM - DINNER BUFFET - PAVILION
• 6PM - GOLF TOURNAMENT
SHOTGUN START
• IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWED BY
CORNHOLE TOURNAMENT
Register your team and take a look at the sponsorship
opportunities!

TEAM OF TWO - $20
DINNER ONLY - $5
MIDWAY GOLF & GAMES
5500 W Van Horn Tavern Rd.
Columbia, MO 65203

Missouri Restaurant Association

Network while
having a great time!

MONDAY,

SEPT. 23, 2019

MID-MISSOURI

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
GOLF SPONSORSHIP (18 HOLES /
OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE)
GOLF: HOLE SPONSOR..................... $75
• Signage at hole
OR
GOLF: HOLE IN ONE SPONSOR..... $100
• Signage at hole
• Hand out raffle tickets to players with a
hole in one
CORNHOLE: SPONSOR (1)............. $200
• Signage at cornhole playing field
FOOD & DRINK SPONSOR (1)........$250
• Signage at the Pavilion
PRIZE SPONSOR (1)........................$250
• Signage at the Pavilion

AWARDS
Golf Cash & Food Prizes for Top 3 Teams (of 2)
Cornhole Cash & Food Prizes for Top 2 Teams (of 2)
Click here to register.

MID-MISSOURI
CHAPTER

Missouri Restaurant Association

Missouri Restaurant Association
1810 Craig Road, Suite 225 | St. Louis, MO 63146
(314) 576-2777 | events@morestaurants.org

SPONSORSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
CLICK HERE TO REGISTER AND
FOR MORE INFORMATION.

Thank you for supporting the
Mid Missouri Restaurant Association

CORNHOLE TERMINOLOGY
The following is a list of terms commonly used in cornhole:

ACE OR COW PIE: A bag lands on the board, which is worth one point.
AIRMAIL: A cornhole that does not slide or bounce on the board but goes directly into the hole.
BACK DOOR OR DIRTY ROLLUP: A cornhole that goes over the top of a blocker and into the hole.
BACKSTOP: A bag that lands past the cornhole but remains on the board creating a backboard for a slider to
knock into without going off the board.

BLOCKER: An ace that lands in front of the hole, essentially blocking the hole from sliders.
CORNFUSION: When players or teams cannot agree on the scoring of a given inning.
CORNHOLE OR DRANO: A bag that falls in the hole, which is worth three points. The alternative name is a
reference to a trademark, that of a sink clog clearing product.

CORNUCOPIA: Achieved when a player throws all four bags into the hole in one inning.
DIRTY BAG: A bag that is on the ground or is hanging off the board touching the ground
FLOP: Type of toss that didn’t spin the bag horizontally or vertically. Without rotation or spin.
GRASSHOPPER: A bag that bounces off the grass or ground and lands on the board for a point.
SCREAMING EAGLE, EDDIE THE EAGLE: A bag that goes beyond the board without hitting the board.
Screeching like an eagle is an additionally accepted reaction to making such a mistake.

SLIPPERY GRANNY: Scoring three bags in a row on the board only.
GRAND BAG, DOUBLE DEUCE, CATORCE FOUR-BAGGER OR FOUR-PACK: Four cornholes by a

single player in a single round. There is a tradition in some areas where any casual player who puts all four bags in
the hole on a single turn gets to sign the board, often with some type of ceremony and recognition.

TRIP DIP: When a single player cornholes 3 out of the 4 bags in a single round.
HANGER OR SHOOK: An ace on the lip of the hole ready to drop.
HONORS: The team who tosses first, resulting from the team scoring last.
HOOKER: A bag hitting the board and hooking or curving around a blocker and going in the hole.
JUMPER: A bag that strikes another bag on the board causing it to jump up into the cornhole.
MADDEN: when a player violently throws the bag at the opposing player.
PERREGO: When a player refuses to play Baggo because they’re intimidated by their competitors.
POLICE: The cornhole referee.
SALLY’ OR CORN PATTY: A toss that is thrown too weakly and lands on the ground before reaching the board.
SHORTBAG: When a bag lands on the ground just before the cornhole board.
SHUCKER: When a player pitches a bag and it strikes an opposing players bag knocking it off the board.
SKUNK, WHITEWASH OR SHUTOUT: A game that, by some rules, ends in an 11–0 score.
SLIDER: A cornhole that slides into the hole.
SWISH: A bag that goes directly in the hole without touching the board. More often referred to as ‘Airmail’
SHOTGUN: Throwing all your bags at once.
WASH: When each team has scored exactly the same number of points in an inning, thereby “washing out” all
points scored in the inning.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cornhole

